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Abstract

We investigate a model consisting of a predator population and both sus-

ceptible and infected prey populations. The predator can feed on either prey

species but instead of choosing individuals at random the predator feeds pref-

erentially on the most abundant prey species. Morespecifically we assume that

the likelihood of a predator catching a susceptible prey or an infected prey is

proportional to the numbersof these two different types of prey species. This

phenomenon,involving changing preference from susceptible to infected prey, is

called switching. Mukhopadhyay studied a switching model and proposed that

the interaction of predators with infected prey is beneficial for the growth of

the predator. In this model, we assume that the predator will eventually die as

a result of eating infected prey. We find a threshold parameter Ro and showed

that the disease will be eradicated from the system if Ro < 1.

1 Introduction

Thetwo fields of epidemiology and ecology were studied separately for decades.

Kermack and McKendrick were among thefirst to apply mathematical mod-
elling to study the spread of diseases. Meanwhile, Lotka and Volterra were

simultaneously pioneering the study of the interaction of biological species. In

the late nineteeneighties and the early nineteen nineties, these two fields inter-

mixed and a new hybrid area of research emerged called eco-epidemiology. Since

its formation, a large amount of work has been doneconsidering the intersection

of epidemiological and ecological problems[[1]-[15}]. Although these two areas



can be viewed as independent, they have many overlapping features.

An example of this overlap can be vividly seenin the Salton Sea, whichis lo-

cated in the desert of Southern California and has no outlet. In the summer the

weather reaches 128 degrees Fahrenheit and the water evaporates very quickly,

leaving the salt behind. This process increases the salinity of the Salton Sea
and decreases oxygenlevels as it is more difficult for salt water to bind oxygen

thanfresh water. The SaltonSea is the main stop for many species of migratory

birds such as pelicans, but thousands of thousands of water birds, most of which

were pelicans, and fish have died. The actual cause ofthis is still unknown, but

the evidence increasingly points towards toxic algal blooms. Many fish have

died due to deoxygenation. Agricultural waste has been deposited in the Salton

Sea for nearly a century. The resulting increased concentration of phosphorus

and nitrogen on the one hand makes the sea water highly nutritious and able to

support rapid fish growth but on the other hand has severe adverse effects as

it causes algae to bloom and produce toxins. The algal bloom grows and dies

very quickly and in doing so it pulls oxygen from the sea water. The shortage of

oxygen in the tissues of the infected fish causes botulism outbreaks to occur and

the later stages of the disease cause infected fish to rise to near the surface of

the water to seek oxygen[7]. This bacterial botulism infection in the tissues of

the infected fish passes from onefish to another and as the numbersofinfected

fish increase the scale of the epidemic increases exponentially and consequently

massive mortality occurs in the fish population. Pelicans prey upon and eat

these vulnerable fish whilst the fish are still alive. The pelicans thus ingest

botulism toxins and develop avian botulism, a debilitating neurological disease,

and die off in huge numbers [13].
Chattopadhyay and Bairagi [7] and Sarkar et al. [11] studied mathemati-

cal models for the interaction of fish (Tilapia) and birds (pelicans). In both
models the authors assumed that the predators (the pelicans) did not consume

the susceptible prey (the Tilapia). Later, Greenhalgh and Haque [9] described

a ratio-dependent predator-prey interaction model with a similar assumption

where the susceptible class experienced no predation; this is unlikely to be re-

alistic for most species. Bairagi et al. [14] modified Greenhalgh and Haque’s

model[7] by introducing the interaction of the pelicans with susceptible fish and

proposed that feeding on infected fish increased the death rate of the pelicans.

In this paper we study a model in which both susceptible and infected prey

populations are exposed to the predator, with varying degrees of exposure. How-

ever, the predator feeds preferentially on the most numerous prey type. This

implies a kind of switching from the susceptible class to the infected class, and

vice versa, as these two types of prey change in numerical superiority. Switch-
ing may simply come about due to individual behaviour changing with varying

abundance of that class of prey. We also suggest that that infected Tilapia

suffer a higher predation risk than susceptible ones. This is because the death

struggle of the infected Tilapia causes them to comecloser to the surface of the

sea gulping for air and thus they become more attractive prey for fish eating
birds.

There are several examples inthe literature where a predator preferentially



preys upon the prey species which is most abundant at any given time[[16]-[19]].

Mathematical models have been proposed to to describe this sort of switching.

Such models generally involve interaction of a single predator species with two

prey species [[20]-[28]].
In this paper we investigate a model consisting of a predator population,

(pelicans), and both susceptible and infected prey populations, (Tilapia). The

predator can feed on either prey species but instead of choosing individuals at

random the predator feeds preferentially on the most abundant preyspecies, a

sort of switching. More specifically, we assume that the chance of a predator

catching either a susceptible prey or an infected prey is proportional to the

numbersof these two different types of prey species. Mukhopadhyay and Bhat-

tacharyya. [6] studied a switching model and concluded that the interaction of

pelicans with infected Tilapia is beneficial for the growth of the pelicans. In

contrast we suppose that eating infectedfishis fatal for the pelicans and, hence,

this interaction is detrimental to the pelican population. One of the main aims

for the study of eco-epidemiological models is to find a condition for which the

eco-system becomes disease free. We find a basic reproductive number Ro of

infection which determines whether the disease will die out. The disease will

die out from the eco-system if Ro < 1.

2 The Model Formulation

This investigation utilizes an eco-epidemiological model which describes the in-

teraction between the susceptible and diseased fish population (Tilapia) and

their predators (pelicans) in the Salton Sea. We assume that the disease is

transmitted by direct contact with the prey. Due to the presence of the dis-

ease, the prey population is divided into two disjoint classes, the susceptible

fish population, S per unit designated area, and theinfected fish population, J

per unit designated area. Therefore, at time t the total Tilapia population is

N(t) = S(t)+J(t). The predator population per unit designated area is denoted
by Y. If there is no predation and noinfection then the fish population follows

a logistic growth model. Infected fish do not recover and due to the fact that

infected fish die very quickly we assume that infected fish do not reproduce. The

pelicans are most likely to consumethe typeof prey, susceptible prey orinfected

prey, which has the largest numbers. Both susceptible and infected Tilapia are

preyed uponbypelicans, but the pelicanspreferentially eat the infectedfish, be-

cause the infection causes the fish to be more vulnerable to predation. Infected

Tilapia experience deoxygenation in the body dueto the infection and, as the
disease progresses, come to the surface of the lake seeking oxygen. Asa result

of the disease, these infected Tilapia become more attractive to pelicans. We
assumethat the birds have no food source other thanfish and that the toxicity

level is so high that eating infected fish does more harm than good. Wealso

presuppose that the death rate of the pelicans is proportional to the ingestion

of sick fish [12] rather than a constant.
Fromthe above assumptions, we formulate the following model:
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ea 7s(1- x) _ x97 22, (2.1)
dt K Stal
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The term

pS?y

S+al’

is not defined at S = J = 0. However as for both S and J small

Ss <1,

S+al~

it is natural to interpret (2.2) as zero at S = J = 0. Similarly we interpret

 

 0<

cP?y

Stal’ (238)

as zero at S=J=0.

The parameters now have the following interpretations:

er: The species growth rate of Tilapia in the breeding subpopulation per

day;

7: The per capita death rate of infected prey per day;

e p and c: The pelican response rate towards susceptible and infected

Tilapia multiplied by the area under consideration, measured in units of

area per day;

a: The preference of the predator, i.e. the predator will prey upon the

infected prey a times more than on the uninfected prey;

e K : The carrying capacity of the environment for the prey in the absence

of disease per unit area;

6, and 62 : The rate of conversion to predator of susceptible and infected

prey respectively per day;



e \: The rate of transmission multiplied by the area under consideration

measured in units of area per day; and

e d: The death rate of the predators per day.

Note that \,p and c are measured in units of area per day because $,J and

Y are taken as densities per unit area. If S,J and Y are taken as numbers A, p

and c are rates, per unit time, and in their definitions there is no multiplication

factor for the area under consideration.
We assumethat all the parametersin the modelare positive, and that $(0) >

0, 1(0) > 0 and Y(0) > 0. As the right-handside of equations (2.1) are Lipschitz
continuous in D = {($,1,Y):S,I,Y > O}, thusit is straightforward to show
that these equations have a unique solution in D [30].

3 Basic Reproduction Numberand Equilibrium

Analysis

A key parameter of the system is the basic reproduction numberof the disease

in the prey, Ro, defined by .

Ro = a “ (3.1)
Y

Here, A is the rate of infection multiplied by the area under consideration and

\S*is the infection rate of new infectives appearingin a totally susceptible prey

population where $* = K and¥ is the death rate of infected prey because of

natural death and disease induced mortality and 7 is the duration of infection

 

of an infected prey. So as is the disease reproduction number in the prey at

S*=K.
We examinethe equilibriumof system (2.1). We obtain equilibrium solutions

bysetting time derivatives to zero.

Theorem 3.1 In system (2.1) S,I and Y are the equilibrium values of S, I
and Y respectively, we found five equilibrium points:

(i) Eo = (0,0, 0).
If the disease is highly infectious and fatal, then all uninfected prey be-

comes infected and will die because disease is fatal. After interacting with

fatally diseased prey the population of predators will become extinct. So

the population is extinct and this equilibrium alwaysexists.

(ii) E, = [$,0,Y] , where

_ d = Tr d r(K-S§
=— =-(1—-—)=-/{|——}.

# oip’ a A cra) ( K )

So this equilibrium where there is no infected preywill always exist.



GH) Be = 19> \aeadr)’
If there is no predator and disease is not highly infectious, then prey pop-

ulation survive as uninfected and infected prey. This equilibrium where

there are no predators will exist if the carrying capacity per unit area

times the area being considered times the disease transmission rate is

greater than or equal to the death rate of infected prey.

y r(KA-7) (

(iv) E3 = [K,0, 0].
This equilibrium corresponds to the situation where the infectious prey

population, and the predator population has gone to extinction and the

susceptible population has gone to its carrying capacity. It is always pos-

sible.

(v) By = (8,1, Y].

Thisis a possible equilibrium where susceptible prey, infected prey and predators

co-exist. It will exist and be uniqueif and only if

AK >, py > dd, and B\-yr\ (KA-yer?
 

‘ 2r+Krad doc (r+ Kd)? x (222-4). (3.2)

If the above conditions aresatisfied, then

 

  
 

= ad+a)i = d(Z +a) =  (E+a)(AS —7)
= I= ¥= z

2 bd,pt? — dgc’ 5,pt? — dec d c (83)

Here & is the uniquepossible root of the cubic equation

f(x) = aor? + ayn? + ana +03 = 0, (3.4)

where

ao = Kp(dd - 617),
a, = pdaKr — rc, Kp + rdc,

ay = poocyK + rdac+ (r+AK)de, (3.5)

and ag = 7rKe75) + (r + AK)dae.

Define

age 2.9 3 2
A= flo)f(@) = 2 -BS +Ais tee 8)Q7aq 27a" az 3ao

where a and # are the turning points of (3.4).



Proof.

f(a)= aga? =F a,a” + aga + az,

f(B) = ao8? + a1 8+ 428 + as,

A= f(a)Ff (9),

= a3(a8)° + apai(a8)?(a + 8) + a9a2(aB)(a? + 8?) + aga3(a3 + 6°)

+02(aB)? + aya2(aB)(a +B) + arag(a? + 8?) + a3(a8)
+a2a3(a+ 8) + a3. (3.7)

Here

(a8 + 8°) = (a+ 6)? — 3(aB)(a + 8), (3.8)

(o? + 6°) = (a+ 8)? — 28). (3.9)

Wewrite
f' (x) =3apx? + 2a,2+ a2, (3.10)

where

af = om (3.11)

— 204and at+B= Bag’ (3.12)

substituting (3.8), (3.9), (3.11) and (3.12) in (3.7) and after algebraic simplifi-

cation, we obtain

_ 4a3 aja. dazas _ 2ayazaz +e

~ 27a9 2702 «2702 3ao a
  

a
There are three cases:

1. There are no feasible co-existence equilibria if

(a) y>AK,

(b) (i) &pK > d > bp
r

(c) (i) pK >d> 6Py: (ii) pda+ rde < red, Kp,
(iii) a? > 3agag and (iv) A> 0,

(d) (i) pK >d> by (ii) pdaKA + rde < red,Kp and

(iii) a? < 3agaz.

and (ii) a1 >0, or (iii) d> dipk,



2. There are two distinct feasible co-existence equilibria if
(i) KA> 4, (ii) bipk > d> dipZ, (iii) pda+ rde < red Kp,

(iv) a? > 3a9a2 and (v) A < 0. Inthis case the equation (3.4) has two
distinct strictly positive real roots Z, and Zo.

3. There is a unique feasible co-existence equilibrium

(a) If (i) KA > 4, (ii) pdaK+ rde < red Kp,(iii) a? > 3agaz and (iv)
A =0, then the equation(3.4) has a uniquepositive real root @ and

the equations (3.3) give a unique feasible co-existence equilibrium.

(b) If (i) KA > +¥and (ii) dipy > dA, then the equation (3.4) has a
unique positive real root @ and the equations (3.3) give a unique

feasible co-existence equilibrium, if and only if

 
r+Kivad ce (r+ KAP8 8 pATS(a_i,
Kr-yr A” (Kr-y)°? r

In this case the equation (3.4) has a unique positive real root %, and the

equations (3.3) give a unique feasible co-existence equilibrium.

Proof. The proof of the assertions concerning thefirst four equilibria are ob-

vious. To prove thefifth, suppose that E4, exists with S$, J and Y all positive

and define = $ > 0. Then from the equilibrium equations we can see that

(3.3) holds also. - 8
= S+el S+i 2
Y= = 1-——]} -Al|. 3.13efO-e)-¥ ee

Equating the two values for Y in (3.3) and (3.13) and substituting for S and

I in terms of & we obtain that Z satisfies the cubic equation (3.4). From the
expression for Y > 0, we require that

 

K>3>7.

~

Henceif

1. (a) y>AK,there are no feasible co-existence equilibria, because Y>0

and S< K.

(b) If (i) dipk > d > b\p¢ and (ii) a, > 0, or (iii) d > dipK, then
ap > 0, a, > 0, a2 > 0, ag > 0, so equation (3.4) has no real
positive roots and there are no feasible co-existence equilibria.

(c) If (i) dipK > d > dipt, (ii) pdalKd + rde < re, Kp,(iii) af > 3aga2
and (iv) A > 0, then f(x) has two real positive turning points 0 <
a, < 2; and a; is a maximum, (; is a minimum,but f (a1) f (81) =

A> 0 so f (Bi) > 0 and f(x) > 0 for x > 0, so (3.4) has no real
positive roots and again there are no co-existence equilibria.



d) Note that, f’ (x) = 3ag9z? + 2a, +a. Henceif(i) d:pK > d > dip3,x

real turning points or has a single point of inflexion point so it is

monotonicincreasing and f(0) = a3 > 0 so again equation (3.4) has
norealpositive roots and there are nofeasible co-existence equilibria.

(ii) pdakK+ rde < rceé, Kp and(iii) af < 3apa2, then f(x) has no

2. If (i) KA > ¥, (ii) dipK > d > dip, (iii) pdakK + rde < red, Kp,

(iv) a? > 3a9aq and (v) A < 0, thenthe function f(x) has two distinct
real positive turning points 0 < a; < 6; with f (a1) f (31) < 0. Hence

f (a1) > 0 > f (61) and the equation (3.4) has two distinct real positive

roots, one is % in (a1,8,) and the other is Z2 in (8,00). Each root

corresponds to a distinct feasible co-existence equilibrium. Hence in this

case there are two distinct co-existence equilibria.

3. (a) If (i) K\ > 7, (ii) pdaK\ + rde < red Kp, (iii) af > 3apaz and (iv)
A = 0, then a similar argument to (2) shows that f(6,) = 0 and
equation (3.4) has unique positive root Z. Note that f (x) can be
written as

f@= (pKa + =) [@° (dd — dipy) + addz + d2c7]

+(r+ KA) dce(a+) —re (K - x) (@d1p — 9c) =0.

(3.14)

So we deduce that

2° dip — dc > 0,

or .

E> ip = 2
a jp

Moreover, S > 3, if and only if

g (&) = a (ddA — bypy) + (add) E + docy > 0, (3.15)

whichis alwaystrue here. So in this case (3.4) gives a unique feasible

co-existence equilibrium.

If (i) K > < and (ii) dipy > dd, then ap < 0, ag and a3 > 0

so by Descartes’ rule of signs and the fact that f(0) = a3 > 0 and

limz—yoo f(x) = —oo then f(x) = 0 has a uniquepositive root 7. By

using the same argument as in 3(a) we deducethat

L£>Io= doe
o bip’

and § > 3, if and only if g(@) > 0. As dipy > dA, g(Z) > 0 is
equivalent to Z < Z2, where £2 is the unique positive root of g(Z) > 0.

Also using the equilibrium equation f(z) = 0,

—rch(Z) = pAKZg(Z) + (r + Kd)Adc(a + &), (3.16)



where
h(@) = 2? (ddA — 6ipy) + (add) x + dgcy < 0, (3.17)

which implies K > S.
Therefore,  < £2 if and onlyif f(Z2) < 0. Hence  < £2 is equivalent

to

(r+ KX) (a + #2) < (« - x) (#36:p — 520), (3.18)

as g(%2) = 0, which is the same as

dX (73 + oF
T36\p — doc =+as) (3.19)

x

using (3.18) and (3.19) we obtain

ay Yar t+KA) _.
Ty > (EA—9) =2). (3.20)

But Z2 > Z, is equivalent to g(Z1) > 0 which gives

ad (r+K))

r (Ki-7)r
 

. 2
Y +e) ; (3.21)© (6n-d 2+65 > Gw-@) 3 (Ee

4 Boundedness Results

Proposition 4.1 The susceptible prey and infected prey are always bounded

above.

Proof. Onaddingthefirst and second equations of the system (2.1) we obtain

dS dl - rs(1-S41),
 
dt dt ~ > K

It follows that limsup,_,..($ + J) < K. Hence limsup,,,, S(t) < K and
lim sup,_,,, [(t) < K. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1.

Proposition 4.2 The trajectories of system (2.1) are bounded.

Proof. Define the function 1 = S$ +J+Y and take the time derivative along
the solution of(2.1).

di _ dS dI dY¥
a ae ae ae (4.1)

10



Now for anypositive constant q,

 

 

 

dl S+I\ pSY PY
gratars—el K )-tereer

SpS°Y _ deD¥ _ ay 4 S+ql +ay,Stal Star“ (Tere,

=(r+g)S+(q-y)I- 1-9 PE”TEU TY Stal

 

I? cI?<(r+a)8+(@-a + (a- soyga)

S(r+qS+(q-dY + (q—- I.

Choose g to be the minimumof {d,y}. By Proposition 4.1 there exists to
such that for t > to, S < 2K. Hencefor t > to

dl r
—_ < = = ’atgdsm aK (5 +4)

This implies that for t > to

Ls Te Utoe-#-,
q

from which we can deduce that

7 m
limsup! < —,
t—0o

independently of the initial conditions. This completes the proof of Proposition

4.2. @

Corollary 4.3 Ife > 0, then the region

x={0<s<0K, 1>0, Y>0, s+tty< +e
qd

is an invariant region for (2.1).

Proof. This is straightforward from the proof of Proposition 4.2.

1



5 Stability
We nowexaminethe local and global asymptotic stability of the system about

the equilibria found in Section (3.3). The stability matrix or Jacobian of the

system (2.1) arounda generalequilibrium point [$,/,Y] is

Ju Sin Sis
J= Jo Joo +3 ],

 

 

Js: Iso S33

where

rS rl - pS Y pS?YSuge yea DB et—eswe a8 Bot roll

rs = pas?Y pS?Tye oa-+ 2 PPag P+aneaot

Ina + cP°Y J 5-2 caY | cal?¥ 4

= (S+alp’°” Stal (S+alp ”

cl? dipS Y 5:pS?Y docl?Y
Jos = Ja1 = 2S - OL ah?S+al S+al (Stale Stale

_ 5\paS?Y _ dgcI Y 4 docal?Y and

3 (Stal)? S+al °(St+al)?’

5,pS? 59c1?

Jeep al S+al
  

5.1 Dynamics of the System around £)= (0,0, 0).

The Jacobian matrix is not well-defined at the zero equilibrium point Eo. Recall

that to show that Eo is unstable it is sufficient to show that given a small

neighbourhood U of Ep there is at least one trajectory starting in U that does

not tend to Eo.

Proposition 5.1

(i) If S(0) > 0 then no trajectories can approach the origin for large times.

(ii) If S(0) =0 thenall trajectories will approach the origin forlarge times.

Hence Eo is stable.

Proof.

12



(i) From thefirst equation of (2.1), we get

 d S+I pSYwi = 20s) og ~ .
dt (a8) r(i K ) a Stal

If S +0, I+ 0 and Y > 0, then

d
ain) Tr.

Hencethereis a small ball B with centre Ep and radius € such that within

this ball

<(ins) = (5.2)£3

If (S,I,Y) — (0,0,0), then as t + oo there exists to such that ($,I,Y) €

B for t > to. Moreover from (5.1)

S(to) = sev[ ‘Ef - =e) -MI- Baha] >0.

Hence using (5.2) for t > to, S(t) > S(to)e2-%). So S(t) cannot ap-
proach zero for large times. This is a contradiction. Thus(i) is true.

 

(ii) If S(0) = 0 then S(t) = 0 for allt.

(a) If J(0) = 0 and Y(0) = 0, then from the second equation of (2.1), I(t) = 0

for all time, and from the third equation of (2.1), Y(t) = 0 for all time.
Hence the result of(ii) is true in this case.

(b) IfZ(0) > 0 and Y(0) = 0, then again Y(t) = 0 for all time, and from the
second equation of (2.1)

dI
—=-y7l.a

So I(t) > 0 as t > oo. Hence theresult of(ii) is true in this case.

(c) If 1(0) > 0 and Y(0) > 0, then from the second and third equations of

(2.1)

dl dY
—<- — < -dY.a yl and HS dy.

Therefore I(t) and Y(t) + 0 as t > oo and theresult of(ii) is also true

in this case. This completes the proof of Proposition5.1.

13



(d) If 7(0) = 0, Y(0) > 0, then o = 0, ie. Z(t) = 0 for all time, and from

the third equation of (2.1)

dY
a —dY.

Therefore Y(t) + 0 as t - co andtheresult (ii) is true in this case.

5.2 Stability of the System around E;

We nowexamine the local asymptotic stability of the second equilibrium point

d r d
—,0,-[1- ;
dip" 2 i3)|

where the infected prey have gone extinct. The stability matrix is

E, = [51,0,¥i] =  

 

 
rh, Si yz 5 A

aap Ree AS; + paY —pS,

q) -
Is] 6 31-7 0

o1pY1 —61 poi 0

One eigenvalue is w = \$, — 7. The other twosatisfy the equation

w+ rey + pbHY; =0. (5.3)

By the Routh-Hurwitz conditions [21] equation (5.3) has only roots with nega-

tive real parts. Hence this equilibriumis locallystable if S, < } (ie. d< 4+)

and unstable if 5; > } (ie. d > wwe),

5.3 Stability of the System around £».

We nowturn to the third equilibrium point

yi AK -¥

NXAAK +r?

where there is no predator only susceptible andinfected prey. In this case the

stability matrix is:

By = (So, h,0) = | (5.4)

14



o2

ry -(%+4)% _P83
EX K So + als

(2) — _ 72
es Ap 0 ely ’

So+al

0 0 JQ

51pS3 _ dycl3there J= _ _

MESES a8 Sotalo So+alg

2)Oneeigenvalue is Je . The other eigenvaluessatisfy the equation

24 77 zt T=w + phet (FtA)rh =0, (5.5)

so again havestrictly negative real parts. Hence Ey is locally asymptotically

stable if JQ) < 0 and unstable if J2) > 0. Substituting in the equilibrium

values for $2 and Iz from (5.4) we see that the conditionfor stability J< 0
is equivalent to

 

« og
q— 2PY Yr +AK) adr +AK | be Sg

JP AK—72° rAK—y A
which is the third inequality of (3.2).

5.4 Stability of the System around £3.

Next we look at the fourth equilibrium point

Es = (53, 0,0] = [K,0, 0],
where theinfected prey and the predator have gone extinct. Thestability matrix

about this equilibrium is

JO=/ 0 AK-y 0
0 0 bipK —d

Theeigenvalues are clearly —r, AK — y and 6;pK — d. Hence this equilibrium

is locally asymptotically stable if

Ke< min 2, a}
rd’ Op

—r -r-\K  -pK

otherwise it is unstable.
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5.5 Stability of the System around £;.

The Jacobian for the system at Ey is

 

  

 

  

 

rS SYp_ pS?Y r§ = pS?Ya pS?
“KAR TROPOE

=, cr’y cIY  cI?Ya —Pe
pi ice ap ; 5.6alt a7 te a (5.6)

2SYd,p — dY —26cIY — adY F
A A

where

A=Stal. (5.7)
Let

rS SYpal

Pang - a <6
_ G2

B= Be <0;

-, cP?YM =A + Te > 0;
va wl¥ cP¥a clYS |

N=—q tar =a <%
_P

R= = <9;

—26.cIY — adYfeSeA ;

_ rs =, ps?Ya
Q=-y- 48 a

=5(_7_ pSYa )

— K (S+al)?)’

where a
pSYaper <1,

(S+al)?

or

pSYa < §7428Ia+a7F,

whichis true because p < 2. Lafferty and Morris [29] experimentally found that

the predation rate of piscivorous, birds on infected fish is, on average, 31 times

higher than the predation rate on uninfected fish. On this ground Bairagi et al.

[8] assume that the predator consumes infected prey only and interaction with

uninfected fish is zero. Y < I, because at endemic equilibrium there are more

infectedfish than pelicans i.e. at equilibrium the infected fish population will

16



be higher than pelicans population. Hence Q < 0.

T = —(286;p — d) > 0,

=
I

5p? _ dbocl? =d

A A”
  where

since Z will be unique positive root of f(x) = if

dipy > da,

where +g
Ss +.

The Jacobian can be written as

P QL
MN RY. (5.8)
T UO

This leads to the characteristic equation

&_€(P+N)+é(PN-UR-QM-LT)+(PUR-QRT-LMU+LNT) =0.
(5.9)

The characteristic equation can be written as

& + Bye? + Bo€ + Bs = 0, (5.10)

where

Bi =-(P +N) >0; (5.11)

By = PN-—UR-QM - LT;

B3 = PUR-—QRT —LMU + LNT.

Now
B,By > Bs,

implies that

-(P+N)(PN —-UR-QM - LT) > PUR-QRT —-LMU+LNT,

or

—P?N + PQM + PLT — PN? +NUR+NQM +QRT +LMU> 0, (5.12)
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where

—P?N — PN? =—PN(P+N) >0, PQM>0,

PLT >0, NQM > 0, QRT >0, LMU >0,
NUR+LMU =U(NR+LM) where, U <0.

So

t easeen cape -
NR+LM == [PRYS — pS?(A*I\ + cl’ Y)],

Sliecees ots ao=p leery - pS(A° + clY)],
a7... te ;

== [cf¥ (cf — pS) — pS.A2a],

and _ _ - -

cl-—pS <0 if cl <ps,

so if
a c
L> xy

Pp

then

NUR+LMU> 0.

Thus
ByBy > Bs if Z> <.

3

Using equation (3.14), @ > ; if and onlyif

12

(r + \K) ian — dipy) + ads + wa] +d\(r+AK) (0 + <)

> r(AK — 7) (5 - ine). (5.13)

This is a necessary and sufficient condition for > a

Theorem 5.2 If the equilibrium point Z exists, Bs > 0, and inequality (5.13)

is true, then it will be asymptotically stable.

6 Numerical Solution

The system (2.1) has beenintegrated numerically using a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg

fourth-fifth order method. Table 1 contains a representative set of values used

for the hypothetical parameters in the simulation. Forinitial data, a slight

perturbationof the equilibrium values was used. a, 7, 5; , dg and 7 have a units

18



Table 1: Representative set of parameter values used for model equation (2.1).
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Figure 1: Plot of BB — B3 as a function of the parameter d.

of “per day”, p, c and \ are measured in units of “area per day”, while K,S,I

and Y have units of “numberper unit area”. The numerical results show that

there is a Hopf bifurcation for this system where stable behaviour changes to

unstable as the parameter d is varied. This bifurcation point is approximately

when d = 0.02206 per day as illustrated in Figure 1 which contains a plot of

BB» — B3 as a function of the parameter d.
Figures 2, 3 and 4 showa stable solution for the system when d = 0.022 per day,

while Figures 5, 6 and 7 show an unstable solution when the value d = 0.0221

per day is used.
There is another numerical solution we obtain with different values of pa-

rameters, where the system is asymptotically stable.
a,r, k, 61, 62, dand y have units of “per day”, p, c and \ are measured in units

of “area per day” while K, S, J and Y have units of “number per unit area”.
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Figure 2: Hopf bifurcation of susceptible prey with respect to d when d = 0.022

per day.
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Figure 3: Hopf bifurcation of infected prey with respect to d when d = 0.022
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Figure 4: Hopf bifurcation of predator with respect to d when d = 0.022 per
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Table 2: Representative set of parameter values used for model equation (2.1).
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Figure 7: Hopfbifurcation of predator with respect to d when d = 0.0221 per
day.
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7 Disease Control

Proposition 7.1 pas <1, then the disease will be eradicated from the ecosys-

tem.

Proof. Using the second equation of system (2.1), we get

dl elyoe 7 - IAS —7).ai (as Shalt ») < I(AS 7) 

Thus, if 42 < 1, then oe < 0 and I — 0 as t + oo. Hence ultimately there

will be no infection and disease will disappear from the ecosystem. To explain

it conveniently werecall the basic reproduction number Ro defined by

AS*Ro= (7.1) 

Thus Ro < 1 implies that infected prey will disappear from the ecosystem and

disease will be eradicated from the prey population but Ro > 1 indicates that

the disease can invade or can be eradicated from the prey population. @

8 Summary and Conclusions

Westudied a prey-predator interaction model where prey are infected with a

fatal disease. Predatorspreferentially interact with both uninfected and infected

prey based on their numerical superiority. If uninfected preyare high in number

then the predator will interact more with them and vice versa. Predators find

it mucheasier to catch infected prey and, as a result, infected prey makes up

a large proportion of the diet of the predator. The prey become mucheasier

to catch after they are weakened because they come to the surface to try and

increase their oxygen intake.
There are four biologically meaningful equilibria, for which we discussed

their stabilities. We find some conditions under whichthere will be no feasible

equilibria, two distinct positive equilibria, and a unique positive equilibrium.

We obtained a threshold value Ro such that Ro < 1 leads to the complete

disappearanceof infected prey from the ecosystem and the eradication of the

disease from the prey population. If the death rate or removal of infected prey

is high and transmission rate from uninfected preyto infected prey is low then

the chance of disease eradication from the ecosystem will be high. We have

identified two important parameters which are crucial for discase cradication

from the ecosystem.
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